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With the ever-increasing popularity of outdoor living areas,

waterscapes have become a big part of landscape design. From

infinity edge pools and tucked-away Jacuzzis to babbling creeks

and waterfalls that mingle with the natural landscape, water

features add new dimension to the outdoors. In this issue of

LUXE, Jamison Ori, waterscape expert shares his knowledge

of what makes water features a unique and unforgettable

addition to any outdoor setting.
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Jamison Ori recognizes water as an integral element in the home.

With a deep-rooted appreciation for design instilled in him at a

young age - Rosebrook Pools is a family owned business, he

cultivated his own skills at the Libertyville firm starting

at age 11 - Ori also recognizes the importance of evolu-

tion. Despite his long history in custom pool building, Ori

participates in continuing education programs to

enhance his capabilities in a water-shaping industry that’s

constantly changing. “The biggest trend I see right now is

the creation of a total outdoor living environment—

a continuation of both the interior and exterior aesthetic

of the home,” he says. Ori seeks to create spaces thatmeet

his strict standards for structural integrity, aesthetic and

function while exceeding his clients’ expectations. He

says, “Water features create an environment of traquil-

ity.Water is one of themostmultifunctional assets to any

outdoor space.”

What is your current design obsession?
Mixing free-form and rectilinear-shaped pools with
modern architecture.

What’s your most recent prized creation?
I recently built a spa for a customer with a disabled
family member. We designed hydrotherapy jets with
different therapeutic water-flow patterns, as well
as a broad variable temperature range and custom
handrails for ease of access. These features bring
enjoyment to the entire family and provide the
benefits of in-home physical therapy.

What inspires you in your work?
The opportunity to meet and speak with a large
variety of people daily, from prospective and
current clients to trade people inside and outside
my industry. I get to learn something new each day.

What challenges you in your work?
Moving from concept to construction to finished
product. I make sure that any design our customers
can imagine is properly engineered and built.

What defines your style?
I am a chameleon…I am not limited to appreciating
one style. I tend to defer to my clients’ personal
styles on my projects.

Are you currently working on any special projects?
I have a project in St. Charles that warrants special
mention. It is a free-form pool with a raised spa
that features a waterfall. The pool has a zero-depth
beach entry with custom mosaic tile and features a
fully monolithic, domed grotto with cascading
waterfalls at each opening.

Favorite design icon?
Frank Lloyd Wright. His work led to my fascination
with extreme cantilever construction.
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